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Pia Ve Dahlen (b. 1986) is a marine biologist,

diver, underwater guide, professional

swimmer, science fiction enthusiast and a

communicator so captivating that she can

even spark people’s enthusiasm for species

like slugs and ringworms. She has recently

moved back to her hometown of Sarpsborg.

Gunvor Rasmussen (b. 1981) is an illustrator

and book designer from Bergen, where she

also runs a gallery in one of the old houses at

Bryggen. She trained as an illustrator at

Central St. Martins in London and studied

visual communication at Bergen Academy of

Art and Design. She has illustrated numerous

books and is a winner of the Silver Medal for

the year’s most beautiful book. She

specialises in ink and watercolours, covering

themes that range from dark, fantastical

creatures of the deeps to monsters and

champagne ladies. 
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‘(...) shows us the

remarkable diversity of the

ocean (...) the tone is light

and cheerful, and it is

sheer fun to read Pia Ve

Dahlen’s unique blend of

detailed expert knowledge,

meme- and popular

culture-based humour, and

bubbling enthusiasm.’ 

‘A lively and extremely cool

slice of popular science

capable of making even the

most confirmed couch

potato see nature with new

eyes. A necessary book.’
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As a child, Pia Ve Dahlen spent hours lying on the jetty marvelling at the life in

the sea beneath her. With the aid of her grandfather’s field microscope and

nature guide, she explored nature above and beneath the waves. And every new

thing she learned prompted new questions. 

Her curiosity grew into a passion to understand how life developed in the vast

oceans that provide 99 per cent of the area in which animal life can live on our

planet. The sea is where life began, and the species there have evolved under

totally different conditions to land-based animals. 

In Underwater Wonderland: A voyage of discovery through the sea, you’ll

read about the beautiful, intelligent and awe-inspiring marine animals that

have resulted from the experiments of evolution. 

From the book:

"From the teeming life in the nutrient-rich seaweed belt all the way down to

the abyssal plain where a handful of species have specialised in order to

survive – in the pitch darkness and under enormous pressure – this book will

take you on a voyage down into my world. Down into the kelp forests, to the

sheer sides of underwater volcanoes, down into the crushing, pitch-black

depths and into the beating heart of Planet Earth."

https://youtu.be/1V47JMtVIlM

